Background RNA thermometers are mRNA strands with a temperature dependent secondary structure: depending on the spatial conformation, the mRNA strand can get translated (on-state) or can be inaccessible for ribosomes binding (off-state).These have been found in a number of micro-organisms (mainly pathogens), where they are used to adaptively regulate the gene expression, in response to changes in the environmental temperature. Besides naturally occurring RNA thermometers, synthetic RNA thermometers have been recently designed by modifying their natural counterparts [19] . The newly designed RNA thermometers are simpler, and exhibit a sharper switching between off-and on-states. However, the proposed trial-and-error design procedure has not been algorithmically formalized, and the switching temperature is rigidly determined by the natural RNA thermometer used as template for the design.
Background

Synthetic biology
Over the past few years, synthetic biology has emerged as a new research field. Its rapid growth is mainly due to advances in the experimental techniques for DNA sequencing and synthesis, and to the application of engineering approaches and methods to biology. The key idea of synthetic biology is that complex biochemical systems can be designed and operated in living cells by combining simple building blocks with well defined functionalities and standard input-output behaviour [1] . The Registry of Standard Biological Parts [2] maintained by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and yearly fuelled by iGEM competition [3] , currently represents the main international effort to build an open source repository of well characterized genetic building blocks.
In the last few years, the toolbox available to the synthetic biologist has been greatly enhanced by the inclusion of several RNA-based building blocks (e.g. ribo-switches, ribo-regulators, RNAi) acting at the level of post transcriptional regulation [5, 6, 7, 8] . RNA thermometers are a quite recent entry in this class of genetic devices. The growing interest in the analysis and design of RNA thermometers is triggered by the perspective of efficiently controlling gene expression just by means of the growth temperature without adding expensive or harmful chemicals [14] , and by the need to accurately measure temperature with high-spatial resolution, as demanded by new technologies like integrated circuits lithography or thermal imaging [4] .
RNA thermometers
RNA thermometers are mRNA strands with a temperature-dependent secondary structure: if the temperature is below a certain threshold, the RNA folds forming an hairpin loop , in such a way that the ribosome binding site (RBS) gets occluded, thus preventing the translation. As soon as the temperature rises above the threshold, the base pairings get destabilized and the RBS becomes again accessible to the ribosomes for translation (Figure 1 ). Therefore, within the cell, RNA thermometers can act as switches to adjust the gene-expression according to the environmental temperature The known natural RNA thermometers are typically found in pathogenic bacteria where they are used for a host-temperature-dependent activation of virulence [9, 10, 11] . RNA thermometers may consist of a single or multiple hairpins, and in general, no accessory factors, such as ligands or proteins, are needed for their functioning [10, 11, 12] . Based on their secondary structure, we can distinguish three distinctive types RNA thermometers: (i) the Repression Of heat Shock protein Expression (ROSE) family (see Figure 1 ) [24] , (ii) the PrfA family [11] , and finally, (iii) the FourU family [10] .
Since ROSE RNA thermometers have been better investigated, and more data is available for analysis (32 instances are available of these thermometers), we focused on this class. The ROSE thermometer, consists of 3 RNA hairpins, among which only the hairpin containing the RBS is essential for temperature induced expression [13] . Therefore, the minimal requirements for designing a functioning ROSE thermometer is that the RNA forms such a hairpin structure (including the RBS), and that the temperature threshold lies within a physiological range. The temperature threshold of an RNA hairpin depends on the thermodynamic stability of the hairpin. In the case of ROSE thermometers, the temperature threshold is in the interval 37C-42C. It has been shown that the single RBS containing hairpin exhibits a sharper switching behavior from non-translation to translation than the multiple hairpins, thus suggesting that other two hairpins could be present to "soften" the switch [14] . However, the accompanying hairpins could also have other regulatory functions (e.g. allowing binding of various ligands to adjust the temperature threshold).
To broaden the applicability of RNA thermometers, a tunable threshold within a larger temperature range would highly be desirable, since the known natural RNA thermometers typically work in a very narrow temperature interval, around 37C.
A strict correlation exists between the Gibbs energy associated to the secondary structure of the mRNA (in particular, the hairpin structure including the RBS), and the translation efficiency of that mRNA [15, 16] . An hairpin loop with higher Gibbs energy is likely to have a lower temperature threshold. Therefore, to design a thermometer with a given temperature threshold, it is necessary to somehow modify the Gibbs energy associated to the mRNA secondary structure in order to change its stability.
Previous studies, trying to elucidate the relation between the translation efficiency and the stability of the temperature sensitive hairpin, are based on the total Gibbs energy of the secondary structure as the main indicator [15, 17] . In this study, we argue that not just the total Gibbs energy of the secondary structure, but also its distribution along an mRNA strand contributes to determine the sensitivity to temperature: for example, an hairpin loop with a high G-C content in the immediate proximity of the RBS is less likely to work as an RNA thermometer than one with an high A-U or U-G content since G-C base pairs are very stable and would be very difficult to open the hairpin loop.
Based on this working hypothesis on Gibbs energy distribution, our goal is to design novel RNA thermometers for a given desired temperature. To facilitate this design of RNA hairpins, a software tool has been developed and the temperature controlled gene expression has been described with a model and this model fitted to the experimental data. As a proof of principle, we designed a new RNA thermometer, with a temperature-threshold of 32C, experimentally validated such thermometer and added it as a bio-brick to the registry of standard biological parts.
Results and Discussion
Analysis of Gibbs free-energy distribution at 37C
To investigate the relation between the Gibbs free-energy distribution of an RNA strand with a given secondary structure, and its ability to function as an RNA thermometer, a systematic analysis of the Gibbs free-energy distribution of all the 32 known ROSE RNA thermometers with a switching temperature of at 37C has been performed, by means of the software tool RNAFold [18, 19] . We calculated a cumulative Gibbs free-energy distribution (see the Methods section) for the 32 ROSE RNA, and plotted it along the RNA strand ( Figure 2 ). From Figure 2 , it can be seen that the cumulative Gibbs free-energy distribution of the different ROSE RNA present a similar characteristic profile (consensus Gibbs free-energy distribution): first a plateau of the free-energy, and then a linear reduction. The first part (with a high value of the free-energy) corresponds to the RNA hairpin containing the RBS. This is in agreement with our expectations. In fact, a high value of the free-energy indicates low stability of the hairpin loop (weak base-pairing), and this facilitates the opening of the loop (with the consequent exposure of the RBS for translation) as the temperature increases.
Design of RNA thermometers with a tunable temperature-threshold
To design RNA thermometers able to switch at a given desired temperature, we propose a method based on the consensus Gibbs free-energy distribution shown in Figure 2 .
The key idea of the proposed design methodology is that the consensus Gibbs energy distribution at a given temperature has to be the same as the one that we have found at 37C for the RNA, to properly work as a thermometer at the new temperature ( Figure 2 ). Since Gibbs free-energy distribution is temperature dependent, to keep the same profile, we have to rationally modify the nucleotide sequence. In fact, by altering the nucleotide sequence of the RNA, we can vary the free-energy and thus the stability of the secondary structure. The nucleotides cannot be arbitrarily changed, since there are a number of hard constraints to comply with. Therefore, we formalized the design procedure into a general algorithm to automate the design of RNA thermometers (see method section for more details). Such algorithm has been then implemented as a user-friendly software tool. The current version of the program can be used to design RNA hairpins of stacked loops. Additonal features such as bulges and internal loops are left as future extensions. The output of the software is a set of RNA sequences that has a desired switching temperature, complying with a desired Gibbs energy distribution at 37C. The user can specify a tolerance band for the consensus profile (see Figure 3) As a proof of principle, the proposed design method has been applied to design a hairpin with a switching temperature of 32C, starting from a RNA thermometer of the ROSE family (see Figure 4 for the template used in the design). The consensus Gibbs energy distribution of the ROSE family has been used as specification for the design (Figure 2 ). 69 feasible solutions were obtained for the RNA sequence, with a tolerance band on Gibbs energy set to 2.0 kcal/mol. The corresponding Gibbs free-energy distributions are depicted in Figure 5 . When the tolerance is set to infinity, the number of feasible hairpin designs explodes to 1536, representing indeed the set of all possible sequences for a hairpin of considered length. For most of these hairpins, the Gibbs energy drops too fast to fit the consensus distribution, resulting in hairpins that are too stable for the RNA thermometer to function at a physiological temperature. This result is due to the algorithm implementing only stacked loops. The implementation of bulges and internal loops in the algorithm is likely to provide more hairpins better fitting the desired consensus distribution. Though the initial design of the thermometer was initially carried out by a trial and error procedure, the developed software tool was then able to reproduce the original design. The novel RNA thermometer that we have designed has been submitted to the registry of standard parts with the identifier BBa_K115017 ( Table 1) . 
Experimental analysis of the designed RNA thermometer
To analyze the designed RNA thermometer (BBa_K115017), the DNA corresponding to the RNA sequence was synthesized. The RNA thermometer was combined with the Renilla luciferase gene in order to conveniently evaluate the performance of the thermometer. Moreover, a second construct with luciferase under control of a regular (i.e. not thermo-sensitive) ribosome binding site was assembled to be used as negative control. Luciferase production of the construct was measured using a luciferase assay on transformed Escherichia coli cultures grown at three different temperatures: 20C, 30C and 37C. 1.9-fold increase in luminescence in the tran- sition between 20C and 30C was observed ( Figure 6 ). This is inferior, though of the same order of magnitude, to 2.5-fold increase in the control strain. This indicates the RNA thermometer has a repressing effect on translation in comparison to the reference strain at 30C. When temperature was further increased to 37C, the control strain showed again a 1.9-fold increment, whereas a 9.2-fold increase was observed in the strain with temperature controlled luciferase expression. The observed relative increase is likely to be due to the temperature exceeding the temperature-threshold of the RNA thermometer, thus relieving the repressing effect still present at 30C. The findings are consistent with the threshold temperature of 32C for which this RNA hairpin was designed.
Modeling temperature-dependent enzyme production
To get more insight on the thermo-regulation of gene-expression, a mathematical model was constructed to describe enzyme production as a function of temperature, based on the measurements of the luciferase production as controlled by the RNA thermometer BBa_K115017. In this model, we assumed that the mRNA encoding luciferase is constitutively produced, that the production rate is only a function of temperature and we also took into account the inactivation of the enzyme at higher temperatures. The model parameters were fitted to the experimental data via a standard genetic algorithm.
We used the model to describe the response of the luciferase activity to the changing temperature for two different constructs: one initially designed to switch on at 30C and the other designed to switch at 37C. The model predictions versus the experimental results for these constructs are plotted in the Figure 7: we can see that the model predictions are in good agreement with the measured data. Moreover the obtained K parameters (28.78 for the construct designed to switch on at 30C and 33.11 for the construct designed to switch at 37C) indicates that the constructs do switch on near the desired temperatures.
We explored the constructed model, and presented the effects of changes in different parameters on the normalized enzyme concentration in Figure 8 to get more insights on the dynamics the model. From these simulations, m describes the hardness of the switch (bigger the value of m, harder the switch), K determines the switch-on temperature. On the inhibition side, the hardness and the temperature of the switch-off is described by a non-obvious combination of p and K i . Lastly, sensitivity analysis results depicted in Figure 9 showed that the parameter p, explaining the hardness of the switch-off at elevated temperatures, is the parameter in the model with the highest sensitivity. This is understandable as it is know that at elevated temperatures, the loss of activity of the enzyme is In each plot, x-axis reports the temperatures and the y-axis the normalized enzyme concentrations, and the arrow points the decreasing direction for the specific plot quite abrupt. Also, the model is quite sensitive to the level of K, but it is almost five times less sensitive than p. Moreover, from the results, the sensitivity of the model to the level of m and K i is very low. Finally, the parameter α which represents the maximum production rate relative to the basal production rate has expectedly very low sensitivity.
Conclusion
In this work, we have proposed a novel and general methodology for the design of RNA thermometers with a tunable temperature threshold. The methodology is based on the idea that an RNA strand can work as a thermometer if its secondary structure has a well defined Gibbs free-energy profile. Such consensus distribution profile has to guarantee that the RNA forms a hairpin occluding the ribosome binding site (as long as the temperature is below a certain threshold); and that the hairpin unwinds as soon as the temperature exceeds that threshold. Our algorithm automatically determines how to select the nucleotides of the hairpin to achieve the desired consensus distribution for a certain temperature. The proposed method has been implemented in a user-friendly, freely available, software tool, and this tool has been applied to the design of an RNA thermometer BBa_K115017 with 32C as temperature threshold. This sequence of BBa_K115017 was derived from a RNA of the ROSE family with a temperature threshold between 37C and 42C. The ]The proposed method has been implemented in a user-friendly, freely available, software tool, and this tool has been applied to the design of an RNA thermometer BBa_K115017 with 32C as temperature threshold. This sequence of BBa_K115017 was derived from a RNA of the ROSE family with a temperature threshold between 37C and 42C. The experimental results show a temperature threshold between 30C and 37C that is in agreement with the expected value of 32C. Furthermore, a model has been built to describe the behavior of the RNA thermometer. The model with the estimated parameters is able to reproduce the observed experimental results.
In this work, we have shown that RNA thermometers can be used as an alternative way to post-transcriptionally regulate gene expression. In perspective, this could reduce the costs in large-scale fermentation and in downstream processing since no induction chemical needs to be added. However to practically achieve this goal, further research is needed; 1) the automated design method can be enhanced by allowing internal loops and bulge loops in the hairpin, thus increasing the space of possible solutions; 2) the proposed methodology should be validated on several different RNA thermometers; 3) the measurements of the luciferase levels should be performed with an higher resolution in order to better characterize the switching of the RNA thermometers; 4) different recombination techniques (other then the one used for BioBricks), should be investigated in order to have different patterns of fixed nucleotides in the initial RNA template (for example short tag protein could be used).
Methods
Gibbs free-energy distribution analysis
The Vienna RNA Package was used to analyze the Gibbs energy distribution [19] . The 32 ROSE RNA thermometers used for the analysis were retrieved from the Rfam database [18] . RNAfold was used to predict the secondary structures of the 32 sequences and RNAeval was used to evaluate the Gibbs energies of these structures.
Design of tunable RNA-thermometers
The key assumption for the design of RNA thermometers at different temperatures is that the Gibbs free-energy distribution associated to the RNA secondary structure has to have a specific profile, what we called the consensus distribution. Such a distribution has been determined from the analysis of the 32 RNA thermometers from the ROSE family at 37C. Since the Gibbs free-energy distribution is temperature dependent, in order to preserve the same profile, the nucleotide sequence have to be properly adjusted. However, the nucleotides cannot be arbitrarily changed, since there are some hard constraints to comply with. First, the mutations should not allow the RNA to fold into a nonfunctional secondary structure i.e. the RBS should be occlude to prevent the translation. Second, there are some functional constraints to the possible mutations: e.g. the start codon and the ribosome-binding site cannot be altered. Finally, when using parts in BioBrick format, some bases of the sequence are also fixed: they are the outcome of the standard recombination techniques. In fact, if we use these recombination techniques to assemble multiple standard parts into a composite part, we end up with a construct with a so called scar consisting of 6 fixed bases between each two parts assembled. Since the RBS of the thermometer and the protein coding sequence are next to each other, the scar ends up as being part of the functional sequence of the RNA thermometers, and its 6 bases cannot be manipulated. The template RNA hairpin in Figure 4 summarizes these three constraints (starting codon, Shine-Dalgarno region, and scar). The black dots represent the nucleotides that can be manipulated, whereas the grey dots stand for the fixed nucleotides.
We devised an algorithm for the design of RNA thermometers that takes into consideration all such constraints. For computational efficiency, the algorithm modifies the RNA sequence by iteratively adding a loop at a time, from left to right starting from the initial hairpin loop (Figure 4) . The main steps of the algorithm are:
1. Base pairs are modified in groups of 4 starting from left to right, on a template RNA hairpin. Base pairs have to be added in loops of 4 since this is the minimum amount of base pairs of which the Gibbs energy can be calculated.
2. At each step (i.e. addition of a new loop), all possible loops corresponding to the selected 4 nucleotides are generated, but only those consistent with the two last bases of the previously added loop are retained.
3. Only the loops fulfilling the constraints (fixed nucleotides) are selected.
4. The Gibbs free-energy distribution associated to the added loop is determined and only the loop that provides the best agreement with consensus distribution of the Gibbs free-energy is selected.
A schematic representation of the developed algorithm is shown in Figure 3 for a particular template RNA. For the considered RNA thermometer, there are 36 possible loops, consisting of 4 base pairs that can be added at each step. For the design step shown in Figure 5 , only 6 loops can be added for the compatibility with the last two bases of the previously added loop (A-U). Only two out of these 6 loops are consistent with the fixed bases of the given template. And finally only one loop has a Gibbs free-energy compatible with the desired consensus distribution.
Software application
The RNA hairpin designer software tool has been written in Java 6 using Eclipse as software development tool. The Gibbs energies used to determine the Gibbs energy distribution within the hairpin structure are the same as in RNAeval. The tool has been developed to obtain hairpin structures with a Gibbs free-energy distribution that approximates a given consensus distribution, (with a certain tolerance that can be also specified by the user) at a certain temperature. This can be achieved, in general, by adding bulge loops, internal loops, and stack loops to the hairpin structure (Figure 10 ). In the current version of the software, only stacked loops have been implemented. The loop of the hairpin is considered as the root of a search tree; all base pair loop additions that meet the requirements are then child nodes. In this way, all possible hairpins will be designed recursively, and can be found at the end of the branches of the search tree.
The software allows plotting in a easy way the cumulative Gibbs energy distributions within the temperature sensitive hairpin structures. The software can be freely downloaded [20] .
Constructs
The DNA construct used as negative control consists of a pBAD derived promoter (BBa_R0080), an RBS based on the Elowitz repressilator (BBa_B00340) [21] , luciferase, based on luciferin 2-monooxygenase from Renilla reniformis (BBa_J52008) followed by two transcription terminators, T1 from Escherichia coli rrnB and TE from bacteriophage T7 (BBa_B0015). The construct for the RNA thermometer has the same components as the negative control, except for the Elowitz RBS that has been replaced by the designed temperature-sensitive RNA BBa_K115017 (see Table  1 ). The DNA corresponding to the RNA thermometer was synthesized by GeneArt. Assembly of all constructs was performed by using 3A assembly as suggested in [22] . The control construct was in a pUC19-derived pMB1 vector containing ampicillin and kanamycin resistance (BBa_pSB1AK3). The thermometer constructs were in a pUC19-derived pMB1 vector containing ampicillin and tetracycline resistance (BBa_pSB1AT3). 
Luciferase measurements
For measuring the temperature induced luciferase production, vectors were transformed to TOP10 cells (Invitrogen). The strain with the RNA thermometer BBa_K115017 and control strain were all grown at 20C, 30C and 37C in Lysogeny Broth (LB) medium under ampicillin selection (0.1 mg/ml) [23] . When OD's were around 0.9, the cultures were pelleted by centrifugation for 5 minutes at 10000 rpm in a table top centrifuge, re-suspended in PBS, and lysed by sonication on ice for 2 times 15 seconds with a 15 second cool down. Samples were centrifuged for 2 minutes at 14000 rpm, and supernatant samples were stored at -20C. Luciferase measurements were performed using the Renilla Luciferase Assay System (Promega). Measurements were performed on a BioTek Gen5 plate reader. Luminescence was measured from 2 to 12 seconds after assay buffer addition. Total protein concentration was determined using a BCA-assay kit (Uptima). All luciferase measurements were corrected for total protein content of the sample.
Modeling temperature-induced luciferase production
The evolution over time of an enzyme concentration can be described by equation 1
where [e] is the enzyme concentration, V p is the production rate and V c is the consumption or degradation rate for that enzyme. Since we design a thermo-switch, we described the enzyme production rate by a Hill-type kinetics, and as for the degradation of the enzyme, linear kinetics is chosen, such that:
where T is the temperature, K is the affinity coefficient, m is the Hill coefficient, V max is the maximum rate of production, 0 is a basal production rate, and finally K d is the degradation constant. At steady state, the production rate equals the consumption rate in equation 1, therefore the enzyme concentration can be calculated as a function of temperature
In preliminary experiments (unpublished), we found out that a culture growing at a temperature above 40C presents a reduced luminescence. This is likely due enzyme inactivation induced by the heat. In order to model the enzyme inactivation, we included an additional term into the model. For the estimation of the model parameters, the sum of the squared error between the model prediction and experimental data was minimized by using a genetic algorithm (GA) from Matlab GA toolbox.. The main GA parameters were so set: crossover rate = 0.8, population size = 100 , termination tolerance = 1e −10 and maximum number of generations = 5000.
In order to investigate the effect of the different model parameters on the enzyme activity, a sensitivity analysis was performed by analytically calculating the Jacobian of the normalized enzyme activity equation (Eq. 4) and then evaluating the Jacobian for the estimated parameter set.
